PERCOLATE LMS LAUNCHES NEW QUIZ BUILDER TO
CAPTURE LEARNER CERTAINTY
Scottsdale, AZ – October 16, 2013: Michaels & Associates announced news of the latest Percolate
LMS™, housing a more robust Quiz Builder tool that easily captures learners’ certainty using a new
feature called Learner Certainty Assessment (LCA).
With the optional learner certainty feature enabled, an assessment question is presented and then
learners are prompted to select how certain they are that their answer is correct. At the end of the
assessment, learners receive a summary chart showing color-coded marks (red, green and yellow) for
each question based on their answer, the correct answer and their level of certainty.
For administrators and learners alike, LCA reporting data provides key (and otherwise overlooked)
information that assists in gauging learners’ needs, encouraging self-direction, monitoring progress and
checking for understanding.
“We are thrilled that the latest Quiz Builder now offers this unique engagement opportunity during a
training assessment. We see this as an important benchmark in the development of Percolate that will
truly benefit both learners and organizations.” said Sherry Michaels, President of Michaels & Associates.
“Learners are now better able to understand the accuracy of their knowledge. And organizations can
easily include learner certainty as a strategy for assessing competence, discovering more about
learners’ needs and adjusting instruction where needed. This ultimately improves individual
achievement, training materials and test questions.”
Sherry believes Percolate’s learner certainty feature is a game-changer in the learning management
system (LMS) industry. “We don’t know of a single LMS that incorporates learner certainty into an
assessment as easily as Percolate does for both learners and administrators," she says. Unlike other
certainty-based assessments, there is no penalty or reward for indicating certainty. The payoff of using
LCA is that the results provide a clear picture of how well learners know and how likely they are to
remember the material. For some companies, this can be a critical component in helping to identify
employee competencies.
For details on using the new Quiz Builder within Percolate or how to create a quiz using learner
certainty, there is an online tutorial available on YouTube at http://youtu.be/buyf48uJhYE.
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About Percolate LMS™ ─ It’s Just that Simple
Based on a software-as-a-service (SaaS) model, the Percolate LMS leverages the web and eliminates
the need to install software on a company network. Accounts begin with a 30-day trial at no charge.
Percolate offers flexibility with four monthly subscription plans. Plans start at $99/month for 25 active
users and increase to $1099/month for 1000 active users, with custom plans for companies with more
than 1000 active users. When signing up for a monthly subscription, account holders will continue using
Percolate as they have from the first day. There is no need to start over.
For more information, go to www.percolatelms.com.

About Michaels & Associates Docntrain, Ltd.
As a full-service custom training content development company, Michaels & Associates consultants
have earned their stripes building e-learning for their clients' LMSs since 1998. Michaels & Associates
believes in effective, instructionally sound training that improves employee performance. All projects are
learner focused to ensure maximum learning retention and on the job performance. Working
collaboratively with clients, Michaels & Associates ensures their training materials fit the time, budget
and demands of business.
Specialties include: Online Training, Instructor-Led Training (ILT), Web-Based Training (WBT), Mobile
Learning, E-learning, Learner Certainty Assessment (LCA), Blended Learning, Percolate Learning
Management System (LMS), Online Help, Technical Writing
For more information, go to www.mnalearning.com.

Michaels & Associates strongly believes in providing the best value LMS coupled with top-notch support
so you can try, buy and succeed in days, not months. Set up your free, no-hassle Percolate LMS
account today. You’ll be pleasantly surprised at how simple tracking learning can be.

We are Michaels & Associates and we've earned our
stripes building e-learning for our clients' LMSs since 1998.
We'd love to hear from you.
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